










 

   

   















         


     










      


In a natural setting the landscape is not littered with mounds of leaves,
fallen trees, bones, or other solid matter from dead plants & animals.















        
     


        



         




      

           
         























  
       






The most noteworthy characteristic of our solid waste is its variety.

Many materials were developed so that they would not deteriorate
during their useful lifetimes. Unfortunately, this resistance remains

long after the products are discarded.
















       
   

         




  







    
 


 





  
 
   




          

   












Litter is a particularly difficult issue to resolve.

Trash piles attract flies and rats and promote bacterial
 growth and disease.








   


          


        


 















          






        









         








   


Occasionally the accumulation of solid waste at the Puerto Rico Dump
caught fire (this may have been deliberate or spontaneous) reducing

the total volume, but sending very toxic compounds airborne.



















 

      
           











      


          









        














A waste is hazardous if it exhibits anY of these four basic characteristics:
ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, and toxicity.

Improper disposal of hazardous waste endangers our environment.
Proper management and disposal are essential to protect our islands’

beauty and our natural resources.










       






  





















           





         







 

     
 
   





Division of Environmental Quality staff must be called in to deal with
issues such as leaking chlorine containers. Special clothing, equipment,

and training are necessary to handle these chemicals.

Some of our hazardous waste does not make it to the dump. It is
simply thrown out into the jungle, alongside the road, or on a remote

corner of private property.









   



 

 





   



  
    







    


           
  










     




         



  


   






          





   





         



    
         




      
  
            

   








    



       
        
    
          


         








    



Aluminum recycling is one of the most efficient forms of recycling.
Individuals, organizations and schools can all make money by recycling

aluminum.

















          
       





        



   

















 














A sanitary landfill is an operation where the waste is compacted by
machinery as it is hauled in to the landfill site....

...it is then covered with an adequate layer of soil
 at the end of each day.







         





        
          










         






    


The most difficult part of managing our solid wastes in the future will
be changing our lifestyle so that the amount of trash we produce is

more manageable.


